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8 Largeness of LERF and 1-relator groupsJ.O.ButtonSelwyn CollegeUniversity of CambridgeCambridge CB3 9DQU.K.jb128�dpmms.am.a.ukAbstratWe onsider largeness of groups given by a presentation of de�-ieny 1, where the group is respetively free-by-yli, LERF or 1-relator. We give the �rst examples of (�nitely generated free)-by-Zword hyperboli groups whih are large, show that a LERF de�ieny1 group with �rst Betti number at least 2 is large or Z × Z and showthat 2-generator 1-relator groups where the relator has height 1 obeythe dihotomy that either the group is large or all its �nite images aremetayli.1 IntrodutionA �nitely generated group G is said to be large if it has a �nite index sub-group possessing a homomorphism onto a non-abelian free group. This has arange of impliations: for instane G is SQ-universal (whih means that everyountable group is a subgroup of a quotient of G), G has uniformly expo-nential word growth, G has the largest possible subgroup growth for �nitelygenerated groups (whih is of strit type nn) and G has in�nite virtual �rstBetti number. If we restrit ourselves to �nitely presented groups and de�nethe de�ieny of a �nite presentation to be the number of generators minusthe number of relators, a well known result of B.Baumslag and S. J. Pride in[5℄ is that groups with a presentation of de�ieny at least 2 are large.1
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1 INTRODUCTION 2The results in this paper follow on from [24℄ where the question onsid-ered was whih groups with a de�ieny 1 presentation are large. Clearly
Z and Z × Z are not, and neither are the soluble Baumslag-Solitar groups
BS(1, n), where the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(m, n) has the presentation
〈x, y|yxmy−1 = xn〉. There are other ases, suh as BS(2, 3), but no moreresidually �nite examples are known (indeed all others are �far from beingresidually �nite� in a sense that will be made preise in Setion 4).However in [24℄ many families of de�ieny 1 groups whih are all largewere found. In partiular if Fn is the free group of rank n then it was shownthat free-by-yli groups Fn ⋊α Z are large for n ≥ 2 if they ontain Z × Z,whih is equivalent here to not being a word hyperboli group. The questionof whether Fn ⋊α Z is large in the word hyperboli ase was left open, and upuntil now not a single large example was known. In Setion 2 we show thatif α is a reduible automorphism then Fn ⋊α Z is large provided that free-by-yli groups have �nite index subgroups with �rst Betti number at least 2.This was raised by A.Casson in [6℄ Question 12.16. Although still unknownin the word hyperboli ase, if α is a spei� reduible automorphism thenwe merely require for largeness that two partiular free-by-yli groups havevirtual �rst Betti number at least 2: these are the one obtained by restriting(a suitable power of) α to the invariant free fator, and the free-by-yligroup formed by quotienting out the invariant free fator. By taking a spei�word hyperboli group in the literature whih is of the form F3⋊αZ and usingit to make a reduible automorphism, we obtain Corollary 2.4 whih gives the�rst group of the form Fn ⋊α Z whih is known to be both word hyperboliand large. It double overs a group with the same properties whih has amost suint presentation: 〈t, a|t6at−4a−1t−2a−1〉.We have mentioned that the property of residual �niteness should in-rease the hanes of a de�ieny 1 presentation being large. For instane allgroups of the form Fn ⋊α Z are residually �nite. In Setion 3 we look at de-�ieny 1 groups whih are LERF (also known as subgroup separable). Thisis onsiderably stronger than residual �niteness so we would expet thesegroups to be large (with three obvious exeptions). One again though theproblem is �nding a �nite over with �rst Betti number at least 2. We provein Theorem 3.3 that if G is a LERF group with a presentation of de�ieny1 and has suh a �nite over then G is large or the fundamental group of thetorus or Klein bottle. A reent result in [41℄ of D.Kohloukova is used inTheorem 3.1 to show that the only possible exeptions to LERF de�ieny 1groups being large (apart from Z and these two groups) are word hyperboli



1 INTRODUCTION 3groups of the form Fn⋊αZ. This at least gives us in Corollary 3.2 that all butthese three de�ieny 1 LERF groups are SQ-universal, but we are preventedfrom onluding largeness until Casson's question is settled (at least in theLERF ase but even here this seems open). We also look at the question ofa type of Tits alternative for de�ieny 1 groups whih would say that suha group is either soluble or ontains a non-abelian free group. The result in[41℄ mentioned above very nearly established this but one ase is still to beresolved. We show in Corollary 3.4 that this is true if G has a �nite indexsubgroup with �rst Betti number at least 2. However it is not true that all�nitely generated subgroups of G will either be virtually soluble or ontain anon-abelian free group, and Example 3.5 is suh a group whih has de�ienyexatly 1.Another muh studied lass of groups are those with a 1-relator presen-tation. The intersetion of 1-relator and de�ieny 1 groups is the lass of2-generator 1-relator presentations. Although groups of this form have strongproperties, it is not known whih ones are large. Moreover we would like tobe able to dedue largeness using only information obtained diretly from thepresentation rather than needing to know a priori that the group has speialproperties suh as residual �niteness.In Setion 4 we settle this question for a partiular lass of 2-generator 1-relator presentations. Given any relator in 2 variables we an make a hangeof basis of F2 to {a, t} suh that the exponent sum of t in the relator is zero.We say that r has height 1 if appearanes of t±1 in r are suh that t alternateswith t−1. Although this is a restrited set of relators, it is the ase that nearlyall of the 2-generator 1-relator groups in the literature whih have unusualor nasty properties (we review these in that setion) are given by height 1words.We establish a major dihotomy of groups G with height 1 presentationsin Theorem 4.1 whih states that either G is large or all its �nite images aremetabelian. If G is not a soluble Baumslag-Solitar group but is in the latterase then G ontains a non-abelian free group, so is far from being metabelianand hene far from being residually �nite. We also apply a famous result ofZelmanov on pro-p groups whih allows us in Corollary 4.2 to distinguishbetween the two ases: G is large if and only if it has a �nite index subgroupwhose abelianisation requires at least 3 generators, whih is a ondition thatan easily be heked on a omputer.It is not true that a large height 1 group is neessary residually �nite.However in Corollary 4.6 we give the �rst example of a 2-generator 1-relator



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 4presentation of a group G where β1(G) = 2 and the only �nite images of Gare abelian but G is not equal to Z × Z. This means that it is not enoughto onlude largeness (or equality with Z × Z) for a de�ieny 1 group with�rst Betti number at least 2 (even in the 1-relator ase). However this isunknown if the �rst Betti number is at least 3, or even if the abelianisationof the group requires at least 3 generators.Setion 5 is a olletion of open questions enountered during the prepara-tion of this work whih, although some of these might be well known, we havenot found in the standard problem lists. They are all on �nitely generatedand �nitely presented groups and the list begins with the most wide rangingquestions and then gradually speialises, ending with unsolved problems thatare the most relevant to this paper.The author would like to thank J.Hillman for bringing his attention tothe paper [41℄.2 Reduible Free-by-Cyli GroupsA powerful method for proving largeness diretly from a given �nite presenta-tion is to apply Howie's result whih is Theorem A in [39℄. This tells us thatif there is a homomorphism χ from a �nitely presented group G onto Z suhthat the Alexander polynomial ∆G,χ(t) ∈ Z[t±1] relative to χ is identiallyzero then G is large (indeed the proof shows that a �nite index subgroupontaining ker χ surjets onto a non-abelian free group). However not onlydo we need the abelianisation G = G/G′ of G to be in�nite in order to havea homomorphism onto Z in the �rst plae, we also have that if G = Z × Tfor T �nite then |∆G,χ(1)| is the order of T . Thus we will not be able to usethis riterion for largeness unless the �rst Betti number β1(G) is at least two,or we an �nd a �nite index subgroup with this property. (In fat Howie'stheorem is also true if the mod p Alexander polynomial ∆p
G,χ ∈ F[t±1] for

F = Z/pZ is zero and we will use this in later setions, but for now we willstik to the harateristi zero version.)Given a �nitely presented group G = 〈x1, . . . , xm|r1, . . . , rn〉 whih doeshave a homomorphism χ onto Z where K = ker χ, we an regard K/K ′ as a
Z[t±1]-module where t ats by onjugation on K using an element of χ−1(1).Moreover we an obtain a �nite presentation for this module K/K ′ by usingthe Reidemeister-Shreier rewriting proess to go from a group presentationfor G to a group presentation for K, and then abelianising the relations.



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 5Although this will result in in�nitely many group relations there are only�nitely many orbits under the ation of t. The result is an (m − 1) by npresentation matrix M for K/K ′ and we an assume that n ≥ m − 1 byadding zero olumns if neessary. We then de�ne the Alexander polynomial
∆G,χ ∈ Z[t±1] to be the highest ommon fator of the (m − 1) by (m − 1)minors of M ; it is the same (up to units in Z[t±1]) for any �nite presentationof G.The fat that a zero Alexander polynomial implies largeness is partiularlyuseful for groups G with a presentation of de�ieny 1 beause the resultingmatrix is square and so we are merely evaluating the determinant to obtainthe Alexander polynomial. In partiular if we �nd that one row or olumnonsists entirely of zeros then we immediately onlude largeness. We do havethe problem mentioned above that we need β1(G) ≥ 2 for this to happen,however another advantage of de�ieny 1 presentations is that for any �niteindex subgroup H of G (for whih we write H ≤f G) the Reidemeister-Shreier rewriting proess results in a de�ieny 1 presentation for H . As
H is large if and only if G is, we an hope that there is a subgroup H with
β1(H) ≥ 2.A large lass of de�ieny 1 presentations ome from the free-by-yligroups: let F be a free group and α an automorphism of F . Then we anform the semidiret produt (also alled the mapping torus) F ⋊α Z. If Fnis the free group of rank n with free basis x1, . . . , xn then Fn ⋊α Z has thepresentation

〈x1, . . . , xn, t|tx1t
−1 = α(x1), . . . , txnt−1 = α(xn)〉. (1)The following fats are known about free-by-yli groups F ⋊α Z; see [24℄Setion 5 and referenes within.(1) If F is of in�nite rank then F ⋊α Z may be �nitely or in�nitely generated.If F ⋊αZ is in�nitely generated then it need not be large, nor residually �nite,but if it is �nitely generated then it is residually �nite and �nitely presented.Moreover it has a presentation with de�ieny at least 2, so is large.(2) Fn⋊αZ is residually �nite, has de�ieny exatly equal to 1 and any �niteindex subgroup is also of the form Fm ⋊β Z so also has de�ieny exatly 1.(3) Fn ⋊α Z is word hyperboli preisely when it does not ontain a subgroupisomorphi to Z × Z. If it does and n ≥ 2 then it is large. However it isnot known whether word hyperboli groups of the form Fn ⋊α Z are large.A problem in [6℄ due to Casson is whether a group G = Fn ⋊α Z with n ≥ 2



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 6always has H ≤f G with β1(H) ≥ 2. Whilst this is true if G ontains Z×Z,it is unknown in general if G is word hyperboli and so we will need to takethis as an assumption.An automorphism α of the free group Fn for n ≥ 2 is said to be reduibleif there exist proper non-trivial free fators R1, . . . , Rk of Fn suh that theonjugay lasses of R1, . . . , Rk are permuted transitively by α (see [9℄).Theorem 2.1 Assume that any group of the form Fn ⋊α Z for n ≥ 2 has a�nite index subgroup with �rst Betti number at least 2. Then if G = Fn ⋊α Zfor α a reduible automorphism, we have that G is large.Proof. Our group G will have a presentation as in (1) and so for eah positiveinteger k there exists the yli over of G whih is the index k subgroup
Fn ⋊αk Z generated by tk and Fn. If α is reduible then on replaing αk by
α we an assume Fn = A ∗ B with A and B proper free fators and α(A) issent to a onjugate of A. However on now omposing α with an appropriateinner automorphism (whih does not hange the free-by-yli group) we anassume that α(A) = A. From now on this will be our G.We de�ne the free-by-yli group Gr by restriting α to A. Our assump-tion means that we an take a �nite index subgroup of Gr with �rst Bettinumber at least 2 (and note that if A has rank 1 then we an do this as well).But every �nite index subgroup of Fn ⋊α Z ontains one of the form Fm ⋊αk Zwhere Fm ≤f Fn and αk(Fm) = Fm. Moreover the �rst Betti number doesnot derease in �nite overs. Doing this for Gr, we have A0 ≤f A and a powerof α �xing A0 (whih we again replae by α) to get a �nite index subgroup
L = 〈t, A0〉 of Gr with β1(L) ≥ 2. However a result of Marshall Hall Jnr.states that as A0 is a �nitely generated subgroup of Fn = A ∗ B, there is a�nite index subgroup E of Fn with A0 a free fator, so we have E = A0∗S forsome S and, as A0 does not have �nite index in Fn, S is non trivial. Againtaking a power of t, we an assume that αj(E) = E as there are only �nitelymany subgroups in Fn of eah �nite index.We are now ready to look at a �nite presentation for the �nite indexsubgroup J = 〈tj , E〉 of G. On taking a free basis a1, . . . , al for A0 anda similar one for S, we �nd that the �rst l relations in the de�ieny 1presentation for L as in (1) are of the form tait

−1 = wi(a1, . . . , al) where wiare redued words in Fl. However β1(L) being at least 2 means that we anhange the free basis for A0 so that the �rst relation is atually ta1t
−1 =

a1c(a1, . . . , al) where c is a redued word in the ommutator subgroup F ′
l



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 7of Fl. Now suppose there exists a surjetive homomorphism χ from J to
Z with the property that t and all of A0 are in ker χ. When we form thesquare matrix M with entries in Z[x±1] in order to alulate the polynomial
∆J,χ(x), all the letters appearing in the �rst relation are in the kernel of χ.Therefore we have that the �rst olumn of M onsists in turn of the exponentsum of t, a1, . . . , al and then zeros in the other plaes beause the latter rowsorrespond to generators in this presentation for J whih do not even appearin the �rst relation. However the exponent sums of the generators t, a1, . . . , althat do appear are all zero so we have a zero olumn in a square matrix,meaning that ∆J,χ is the zero polynomial so J , and G, are large.In order to �nd suh a homomorphism, we must again use our assumptionon �nite overs with �rst Betti number at least 2. From G we obtainedthe �redued� free-by-yli group Gr by restriting α to A. Although thede�nition of a reduible automorphism means that we annot assume α(B) =
B even if α(A) = A, we an form the �quotient� free-by-yli group Gqby taking the �quotient� automorphism α̃ of B. This is formed by letting
π : A ∗ B → B be the homomorphism with kernel the normal losure of Aand then we de�ne α̃(b) = πα(b) for b ∈ B. Note that α̃ is surjetive beause
α and π are, and the Hop�an property of �nitely generated free groups meansthat α̃ is an automorphism. Also there is a natural homomorphism θ from Gto Gq = 〈s, B〉 given by sending t to s and �ignoring� A; this is well de�nedbeause α(A) = A.Now we apply our assumption to obtain a �nite index subgroup H of Gqwith β1(H) ≥ 2 and without loss of generality we an assume H is of the form
〈si, C〉 for C ≤f B and some i ∈ N. In fat as yli overs of H will also have�rst Betti number at least 2, we an replae i with j by taking multiples sothat they are both equal to ij. As β1(H) ≥ 2, we must have a homomorphism
χ̃ from H onto Z with χ̃(sj) = 0. We then onsider the subgroup of G whihis θ−1(H)∩J . As eah of these subgroups has �nite index in G, so does theirintersetion. We an take our �nite presentation above for J and use this torewrite for the �nite index subgroup θ−1(H) ∩ J . Note that tj is in θ−1(H)and this presentation will also have de�ieny 1. Also the generators that weused for A0 are in ker θ so are in θ−1(H) too. Hene in going from our oldpresentation to our new one, our valuable relation survives intat. But thehomomorphism χ̃θ : θ−1(H) → Z an be restrited to θ−1(H) ∩ J whih has�nite index in θ−1(H). Without loss of generality this restrition is surjetiveand moreover all the generators in our speial relation end up being sent tothe identity by χ̃θ so we are done.



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 8
2Corollary 2.2 Assume that any group Fn ⋊α Z for n ≥ 2 has a �nite indexsubgroup with �rst Betti number at least two. Suppose that the group G anbe written in the form Fn ⋊α Z and there exists a �nitely generated subgroup

A of Fn whih is non-trivial and of in�nite index in Fn, whose onjugaylass has a �nite orbit under α. Then G is large.Proof. By taking yli overs and an inner automorphism, we an assumethat α(A) = A. Although A may not be a free fator of Fn, we an again useM.Hall Jnr.'s result to �nd S (with A and S non-trivial) suh that A∗S = Fmand Fm has �nite index in Fn. We now take the appropriate power αi of αthat �xes Fm. Then the subgroup H = Fm ⋊αi Z has �nite index in G, with
αi reduible when restrited to Fm, so H is large by Theorem 2.1.

2These results are all very well but we have not seen a single example ofa word hyperboli group of the form Fn ⋊α Z whih is large. Although itseems as if we need to wait for Casson's question on �nite index subgroupswith �rst Betti number at least two to be settled positively, we an managewithout this in spei� ases. If we have an automorphism α of Fn = A ∗ Bwith α(A) = A, where A and B are proper free fators, and we form thefree-by-yli group G then the proof of Theorem 2.1 was set out so that itis enough to �nd �nite index subgroups with �rst Betti number 2 of boththe restrition Gr = A ⋊α Z and the quotient Gq = B ⋊α̃ Z. If we have apresentation for G as in (1) and our free basis for Fn is obtained by puttingtogether ones for A and B then we instantly get �nite presentations for Grand Gq whih we an then feed into a omputer and ask it to enumerate�nite index subgroups and their abelianisations.This allows us to hek largeness of free-by-yli groups G formed byreduible automorphisms α. If we require a word hyperboli example thenit is neessary that G ontains no Z × Z subgroup, or equivalently α has noperiodi onjugay lasses. Moreover this is su�ient for a group of the form
Fn ⋊ Z to be word hyperboli by [7℄, [8℄ and [16℄. Thus it is straightforwardto reate reduible word hyperboli examples by a �doubling� proess.Lemma 2.3 If A ⋊α Z is word hyperboli where A is isomorphi to Fn and
α is an automorphism of A then (A ∗B) ⋊α Z is also word hyperboli, where
B is a opy of A and the ation of α on B is the same as on A.



2 REDUCIBLE FREE-BY-CYCLIC GROUPS 9Proof. Suppose we have w ∈ A∗B with αk(w) equal to a onjugate of w for
k ≥ 1. Then w is not in A or B so we an ensure (by onjugation in A ∗B ifneessary) that w = a1b1 . . . anbn where ai ∈ A−{e} and bi ∈ B −{e}. Nowon setting a′

i = αk(ai) whih is in A and b′i = αk(bi) in B, we have that wand a′
1b

′
1 . . . a′

nb
′
n are onjugate, with both words ylially redued in a freegroup, meaning that there must be j so that (taking subsripts modulo n)

a′
i = ai+j and b′i = bi+j . But then αkn(ai) = (ai), giving a Z×Z subgroup in

A ⋊α Z.
2Note that in this ase if G = (A ∗ B) ⋊α Z then both Gr and Gq areisomorphi to the original group A ⋊α Z.We now need to �nd expliit examples of word hyperboli groups of theform Fn ⋊α Z. To ahieve this we use results in [34℄ and [56℄. An auto-morphism α of Fn gives rise to an automorphism of the abelianisation Znof Fn whih is well de�ned for outer automorphisms, as is the de�nition ofreduibility of α. In the former paper Corollary 2.6 states that if we havean outer automorphism O of Fn suh that the harateristi polynomial ofthe indued automorphism of Zn is a PV-polynomial (whih means that thepolynomial is moni and has exatly one root with modulus greater thanone (ounted with multipliity) and no roots on the unit irle) then Ok isirreduible for k ≥ 1. They then obtain as Corollary 2.8 that if α is an auto-morphism of Fn for n ≥ 3 where the orresponding harateristi polynomialis a PV-polynomial then α(w) = w implies that w = e. Moreover α an haveno periodi onjugay lasses beause αk will also have the same property,and if α (or αk) sends w to a onjugate then we multiply α (or αk) by aninner automorphism whih does not hange the harateristi polynomial.The latter Corollary is proved by applying [9℄ Theorem 4.1 whih statesthat if Ok is irreduible for k ≥ 1 and O �xes a onjugay lass then Ois geometrially realised by a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of a ompatsurfae with one boundary omponent. But [56℄ shows that automorphismsof Fn with a harateristi polynomial that is a PV-polynomial are not ge-ometrially realisable for n ≥ 3 by onsidering the eigenvalues (note that

F2 ⋊α Z is never word hyperboli beause the ommutator of the generatorsgives rise to a onjugay lass that is �xed or of period 2). An example isgiven: G0 = F3 ⋊α Z where α(x) = y, α(y) = z, α(z) = xy.Corollary 2.4 The F6-by-Z group
G = 〈t, a, b, c, x, y, z | tat−1 = b, tbt−1 = c, tct−1 = ab,



3 LERF GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY 1 10
txt−1 = y, tyt−1 = z, tzt−1 = xy〉is word hyperboli and large.Proof. That G is word hyperboli follows from the fats quoted above:namely G0 = F3 ⋊α Z has no periodi onjugay lasses so Lemma 2.3 showsthat G also has no periodi onjugay lasses thus is word hyperboli. That

G is large follows from applying the proof of Theorem 2.1 to G with Gr =
Gq = G0, and from the output of a omputer. Inputting the presentation of
G0 into MAGMA and asking for the abelianisation of its low index subgroups,we �nd (after a bit of a wait, although it is more quikly heked) that G0has an index 14 subgroup (with generators x, y, z2, zxz−1, zyz−1, zt−7) withabelianisation C2 × C4 × Z × Z.

2We also note that G is the double over of the automorphism whih sendsin turn a to x to b to y to c to z to ab. Here all other generators exept t and
a an be eliminated to get the 2-generator 1-relator F6-by-Z word hyperbolilarge group 〈t, a|t6at−4a−1t−2a−1〉.3 LERF groups of de�ieny 1Not all groups with a de�ieny 1 presentation an be large, as evidened bythe Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(m, n) = 〈a, t|tamt−1 = an〉 for m, n non-zerointegers, where we an take without loss of generality m > 0 and |n| ≥ m.We have that BS(m, n) is large if and only if m and n are not oprime. For
m = 1 we have a soluble group (and it is known that a virtually solublegroup of de�ieny 1 must be isomorphi to BS(1, n) or to Z) but otherwise
BS(m, n) ontains a non-abelian subgroup, thus it is not true that Baumslag-Solitar groups are either virtually soluble or large. However most of thesegroups are not residually �nite (for this we require m = 1 or m = |n|) andso if we stik to residually �nite Baumslag-Solitar groups, we do have thisdihotomy. Thus we ould onsider residually �nite groups of de�ieny 1:in fat we know of no example of suh a group whih is not virtually solublebut not large.In order to make progress we impose an even tighter ondition on ourde�ieny 1 group G, whih is that it is LERF (loally extended residually�nite, also known as subgroup separable). This means that every �nitelygenerated subgroup is an intersetion of �nite index subgroups. The big



3 LERF GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY 1 11advantage of this is a result of Lubotzky in [45℄ that if a LERF group Gan be written as an HNN extension H∗φ whih is non-asending, that isboth the domain A of φ and the image B are stritly ontained in H , then
G is large if A is �nitely generated. This is beause G surjets to an HNNextension of a �nite group whih is virtually free, and the LERF propertyapplied to A means that this HNN extension will also be non-asending, thusit is virtually free but not virtually yli.Theorem 3.1 If G is LERF and of de�ieny 1 then either G is large or Gis of the form Fn ⋊ Z.Proof. As there must be a surjetive homomorphism χ from G to Z, we haveby [12℄ that the �nitely presented group G is an HNN extension of a �nitelygenerated group H with �nitely generated assoiated subgroups A and B.We then have that if this HNN extension is not asending then G is large bythe above. But if say H = A then G = 〈t, H〉 where t is the stable letter andwe have tHt−1 ⊆ H . By a result of Blass and P.M.Neumann, a LERF groupannot have a �nitely generated subgroup onjugate to a proper subgroup ofitself so tHt−1 = H and we onlude that H � G with G = H ⋊ Z. Now wean use a reent result of Kohloukova. We have by [36℄ Theorem 6 that if Ghas de�ieny 1 and is an asending HNN extension of a �nitely generatedgroup then G has geometri (hene ohomologial) dimension at most 2. ButTheorem 3 in [41℄ is as follows: Let G be a non-trivial group with a �niteK(G,1) CW-omplex of dimension n with Euler harateristi 0. Supposethat N is a normal subgroup of G ontaining G′ whih is of homologial type
FPn−1 and G/N is yli-by-�nite. Then N is of type FPn. Consequentlywe onlude by putting H equal to N that H is of type FP2, but a result ofBieri gives us that the ohomologial dimension of H is 1 and thus H is free.

2It should be noted that groups of the form Fn ⋊Z are not neessarily LERF.Consequently if we had that Fn ⋊ Z was large for n ≥ 2 we would havethe strongest possible result: either a de�ieny 1 LERF group is large or itis Z, Z × Z or the Klein bottle group BS(1,−1). However we an move intwo diretions from this result. The �rst is to relax the property of largenessto that of G being SQ-universal (every ountable group is a subgroup of aquotient of G) whih in turn is stronger than ontaining the free group F2.As groups of the form Fn ⋊Z for n ≥ 2 are either large by [24℄ or hyperboli,hene SQ-universal by [53℄, we immediately get:



3 LERF GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY 1 12Corollary 3.2 A LERF group of de�ieny 1 is either SQ-universal or isone of Z, Z × Z, BS(1,−1).A onjeture of P.M.Neumann from 1973 is that there is a dihotomy for any1-relator group: either it is SQ-universal or it is a soluble Baumslag-Solitargroup or Z. Of ourse if there are at least 3 generators then later it was shownthat we have largeness but the onjeture remains open in the 2-generator1-relator ase. Corollary 7.5 in [24℄ showed this to be true if the group isLERF, so in light of Corollary 3.2 we wonder if P.M.Neumann's onjetureextends to all de�ieny 1 groups, or (more autiously) to all residually �nitede�ieny 1 groups.The other improvement that we an make to Theorem 3.1 is to givefurther onditions guaranteeing largeness. It might not be a surprise in lightof Setion 2 that one again it omes down to requiring �rst Betti numberat least two.Theorem 3.3 If G is LERF, of de�ieny 1 and has a �nite index subgroupwith �rst Betti number at least 2 then G is large or Z×Z or the Klein bottlegroup.Proof. We assume that β1(G) = b ≥ 2 and is LERF (whih is a propertypreserved by all subgroups). We onsider the BNS (Bieri-Neumann-Strebel)invariant of G whih is an open subset of Sb−1 and whih gives informationon the �nite generation of kernels of non-trivial homomorphisms from G to
Z. By regarding the rationally de�ned points of Sb−1 as equivalene lassesof homomorphisms χ, χ′ from G to Z aording to the relation χ = qχ′ for
q ∈ Q and q > 0, we have that [χ] is in Σ if and only if G an be expressed asan asending HNN extension 〈t, H〉 with assoiated homomorphism χ (thatis χ(t) = 1 and χ(H) = 0) and with H �nitely generated. Moreover ker χ is�nitely generated if and only if [χ] and [−χ] are both in Σ. Now for a LERFgroup G, if there exists χ with neither of [±χ] in Σ then G is large, as inTheorem 3.1. Otherwise one of [±χ] is in Σ for every homomorphism χ from
G onto Z. But as the LERF ondition means that we annot have G equalto a stritly asending HNN extension 〈t, H〉 where H is �nitely generated,we must have both [±χ] ∈ Σ for all possible χ.Now we use a result of Dun�eld in [26℄. One an regard the (multivariable)Alexander polynomial ∆G(t1, . . . , tb) as a �nite set of lattie points in Zblabelled with a non-zero integer by taking the monomials in ∆G with non-zero oe�ient. We an then form the Newton polytope N(∆G) ⊆ Rb whih



3 LERF GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY 1 13is the onvex hull of these points. Then [26℄ Theorem 5.1 states that if
D(∆G) is the dual of N(∆G) in Rb (so that faes of dimension i beome faesof dimension b − i − 1) and F1, . . . , Fk are the (b − 1)-dimensional faes of
D(∆G) whose orresponding verties of N(∆G) have oe�ient ±1 then Σ isontained in the projetion of the interiors of the Fi to Sb−1.So far we have not used the fat that b ≥ 2. Now when b = 1 we get
S0 = {±1} and the result above is saying that if χ is the unique surjetivehomomorphism (up to sign) from G to Z then ker χ being �nitely generatedimplies that the highest and lowest terms of ∆G(t) are moni. However if
b ≥ 2 then the fat that [χ] ∈ Σb−1 for all homomorphisms χ implies that
∆G = 1. This is beause if there are n ≥ 2 verties of N(∆G) then we have
(b − 1)-dimensional faes F1, . . . , Fn of D(∆G), and so when we projet theinteriors of those faes whih are obtained from the ±1 oe�ients, we do notover all of Sb−1 beause we miss the lower dimensional faes where pairs ofelements of F1, . . . , Fn meet. Moreover there will be rationally de�ned pointswhih are not overed and therefore homomorphisms χ with [χ] not in Σ.Hene ifG is LERF and has β1(G) ≥ 2 then the only way that G fails to belarge is if ∆G = 1, with ker χ being �nitely generated for all homomorphisms
χ onto Z. However by [24℄ Theorem 3.1 we have for de�ieny 1 groups that

∆G,χ(t) = (t − 1)∆G(tn1

1 , . . . , tnb

b )where ni is the image under χ of any element in G whih projets to tiunder the natural homomorphism from G to its free abelianisation Zb. Con-sequently if ∆G = 1 then for any χ we have ∆G,χ equal to t − 1. Butthe degree of ∆G,χ is the dimension of the Q-vetor spae H1(ker χ; Q) =
H1(ker χ; Z)⊗Z Q, for whih we write β1(ker χ; Q), and from [41℄ Theorem 3we have that ker χ is free, so it must be free of rank 1 and therefore G = Z×Z.Finally if G has de�ieny 1 and has a �nite index subgroup H = Z × Zthen G is either Z × Z or the Klein bottle group.

2We will see in Corollary 4.6 that this theorem is not true if the LERF on-dition is removed. If it is weakened to residually �nite then this is unknown.We an also �nish o� the proof without needing [41℄ Theorem 3 by onsid-ering the Alexander polynomial ∆p
G,χ over Z/pZ. Although it is not true fora general �nite presentation, for the de�ieny 1 ase this is just the Alexan-der polynomial ∆G,χ over Z redued modulo p. Consequently we must have

β1(ker χ; Z/pZ) = 1 and so β1(G; Z/pZ) ≤ 2. But if this is true for all �nite



3 LERF GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY 1 14index subgroups H of G then H/H ′ = Z × Z whih annot happen if G isresidually �nite by [24℄ Proposition 3.4 unless G = Z × Z.As for attempting to apply the above tehniques to de�ieny 1 groupswhih are not LERF, we an squeeze out results on when a de�ieny 1group ontains a non-abelian free group (or equivalently ontains F2). In[57℄ J. S.Wilson onjetures that if a �nitely presented group G is suh thatdef(G)+d2/4−d > 0, where d is the minimum number of generators for G/G′(and assumed to be at least 2), then G ontains a non-abelian free group.(Bartholdi has reently proved in [1℄ that suh a group is non-amenable.)For def(G) = 1 this was established in [39℄, as Corollary 2.4 in thatpaper states that if G is of de�ieny 1 and N � G is suh that G/N isnon-trivial and free abelian with N/N ′ ⊗Z F having dimension at least 2 forsome �eld F, then G ontains F2. Therefore on putting N = ker χ for any χ,we have that β1(G; Z/pZ) is at least 3 for some prime p whih implies that
β1(N ; Z/pZ) ≥ 2.We also haveCorollary 3.4 If G has de�ieny 1 and virtual �rst Betti number at least2 then G ontains F2 or is Z × Z or the Klein bottle group.Proof. By [11℄ Theorem D, if a �nitely presented group G does not ontain
F2 but β1(G) ≥ 2 then there exists K = ker χ whih is �nitely generatedand suh that G/K ∼= Z. Consequently by [41℄ Theorem 3 mentioned above,we have that K is of type FP2 and hene free as before. Thus we are doneunless K is free of rank 0 (but then G = Z so its virtual �rst Betti numberis 1) or free of rank 1, giving the two exeptions.

2In fat it is widely believed that if G has de�ieny 1 then it ontains F2unless G = BS(1, n). It is lear that the only ase left is when β1(G) = 1with 1 ≤ d(G/G′) ≤ 2 and G is a stritly asending HNN extension, so that
S0 ontains two points with Σ one of them. The onjeture at the end ofSetion 2 in [10℄ is that in this ase G is a stritly asending HNN extensionwith base a �nitely generated free group. As it is proved in this paper that for
G a �nitely presented group Σ = Σ1(G; Z) is equal to the higher dimensionalinvariant Σ2(G; Z), we would be done if we knew that [χ] ∈ Σ2(G; Z) fora rationally de�ned χ implies that G is an asending HNN extension overa base group of type FP2 with assoiated homomorphism χ, just as is thease for [χ] ∈ Σ and with base of type FP1, i.e. �nitely generated. In thespeial ase of 2-generator 1-relator groups the onjeture is known: indeed



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 15in [47℄ Chapter II Setion 5 we have a �Tits alternative� whih says that asubgroup of a 1-relator group either ontains F2 or is soluble (whereupon it isloally yli, BS(1, n) or in�nite dihedral). However we will not get suh analternative for arbitrary subgroups of de�ieny 1 groups, or even arbitrary�nitely generated subgroups:Example 3.5Thompson's group T has a �nite presentation of two generators and tworelators, but has the unusual property that it does not ontain F2 nor is itvirtually soluble. The group G = T ∗ Z has de�ieny at least one, andin fat it is exatly 1 as we an use Philip Hall's inequality that def(G) ≤
β1(G) − d(H2(G; Z)) (see [55℄ 14.1.5). We have Hn(T ; Z) = Z × Z for all
n ≥ 1 by [18℄ Theorem 7.1, so that by using the Meier-Vietoris sequene fora free produt we get β1(G) = 3 and H2(G; Z) = Z × Z.Therefore any formulation of a possible Tits alternative for subgroups ofde�ieny 1 groups will need to avoid freely deomposable examples.4 2-generator 1-relator groups of height 1So far our attempts to prove that various de�ieny 1 groups are large haveneeded some hypothesis on the group, suh as being free-by-yli or LERF.In this setion we onentrate on 2-generator 1-relator groups and look foronditions where we an onlude that suh a group is large using informationobtained diretly from a given presentation. We fall into two very di�erentases: a group G of the form 〈x, y|r(x, y)〉 has β1(G) equal to either 1 or 2,the latter ourring exatly when r ∈ F ′

2. First let us onentrate on theformer ase, where by making a hange of free basis for the group F2 we anassume that the presentation is of the form 〈a, t|w(a, t)〉 where the word whas exponent sum 0 in t and is ylially redued. Consequently we an de�nethe height of suh words: we an rewrite w as a word in ai = tiat−i for i ∈ Zbut only �nitely many letters ai will atually appear in w (this is sometimesreferred to as Moldavanski�i rewriting). If am is the smallest and aM thelargest letter to appear then the height of w is de�ned to be M − m ≥ 0,whih is invariant under yli permutations and taking inverses.If the height is zero then we an only have w = ai so G is large (or Z for
|i| = 1). We now onsider height one words where without loss of generality



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 16we an assume that
w = tai1t−1ai2 . . . tai2k−1t−1ai2k . (2)Note that for χ(t) = 1, χ(a) = 0 we have ∆G,χ(t) = (i1 + . . . + i2k−1)t + i2 +

. . . + i2k and for β1(G) = 1 this is the Alexander polynomial ∆G.If β1(G) = 2 then the exponent sum of x and y is zero, so we an talkabout the height of either letter. Moreover a hange of basis will preservethis property but ould well vary the heights. The results that follow are alsosatis�ed by groups G with β1(G) = 2, where we interpret a height 1 word asthere exists a free basis where the word has height 1 with respet to one ofthe letters.Theorem 4.1 If G = 〈a, t|w〉 where w is a height 1 word then either G islarge or the �nite residual RG = G′′, in whih ase G/RG is metabelian andall �nite images of G are metayli.Proof. By writing w in terms of a0, a1 we see that G is an HNN extension ofthe 1-relator group H = 〈a0, a1|w(a0, a1)〉 with assoiated yli subgroups
A0 = 〈a0〉 and A1 = 〈a1〉. We an now use Lubotzky's result as mentionedin the previous setion: although it appears to require that G is LERF, allwe need to onlude largeness for G is the existene of a homomorphism of
G onto a �nite group with θ(H) 6= θ(A0). But θ(A0) is yli so if there isno suh homomorphism then, as t onjugates a0 into H , we have that θ(H)is normal in θ(G) and yli, with θ(G)/θ(H) ∼= 〈θ(t)〉 yli as well. Thismeans that all �nite images of G are metayli and if x ∈ G′′ but x /∈ RG, wewould take a homomorphism θ from G onto a �nite group F with θ(x) 6= e sothat F ′′ is non-trivial, but this is a ontradition. Consequently G′′ ≤ RG butPhilip Hall's result that a �nitely generated metabelian group is residually�nite implies that RG ≤ G′′.

2Moreover note that the normal losure of the element a in G/RG, whihis generated by elements of the form tiat−i for i ∈ Z, is abelian beause ifthere existed [tiat−i, a] /∈ RG then we ould take a �nite image of G in whihthis was also non-trivial, but this ontradits the fat that the yli group
〈a〉 is normal in every �nite image.This gives us a strit dihotomy in the behaviour of height 1 presentations.However the result does not tell us how to work out in whih ategory a givenpresentation falls. Lukily there is a straightforward way of determininglargeness one a major result of Zelmanov is used.



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 17Corollary 4.2 If G = 〈a, t|w〉 where w is a height 1 word then G is large ifand only if there exists H ≤f G with d(H/H ′) ≥ 3, where d is the minimumnumber of generators of a �nitely generated group.Proof. The only if diretion is lear. [58℄ states that if we have a �nitepresentation P of a group G with def(P ) + d2/4− d > 0 where d = d(G/G′)is at least 2 then there exists a prime p suh that the pro-p ompletion of Gontains a non-abelian free pro-p group. In our ase the de�ieny is 1 so thisis true if d ≥ 3. But if G′′ = RG then all �nite images F of G have F ′′ trivial,so this is also true for the pro�nite or pro-p ompletion of G. Consequentlyany pro-p ompletion is soluble and annot ontain a non-abelian free group.However G is 2-generated so we annot have d(G/G′) ≥ 3 in any ase.But for H ≤f G we still have de�ieny 1, with H ′′ ≤ G′′ and RG = RH , soif G′′ = RG and d(H/H ′) ≥ 3 we have a ontradition.
2We now give a summary of height 1 group presentations that have ap-peared in the literature. If we de�ne the length of height 1 words to be k in(2) then it is lear that length 1 words are just the standard presentations ofthe Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(m, n). In [4℄ Baumslag introdued a family

C(m, n) of groups with presentations
〈a, t|(tat−1am(tat−1)−1 = an〉whih generalises the group C(1, 2) that �rst appeared in [2℄ with the om-ment that they are 1-relator groups whih are as far from being residually�nite as possible. For our purposes we will interpret a �nitely generatedgroup G as being �as far from being residually �nite as possible� in threeways: the �rst is that G (is in�nite but) has no proper �nite index subgroupswhatsoever, or equivalently G = RG. However this will never arise withde�ieny 1 groups as G/G′ is in�nite.The next stritest interpretation is that (G is non-abelian but) G′ = RG,or equivalently every �nite image is abelian. To be suint, we will say that

G is proabelian beause this is equivalent to the pro�nite ompletion of
G being proabelian (or abelian). This property of �nitely generated groupswas examined in [24℄. A �nite index subgroup of a proabelian group is alsoproabelian and a �nitely presented proabelian group G (with β1(G) > 0) has
∆G = 1 (whih an be seen beause the Alexander polynomial of G is thesame as that of G/RG and this will be 1 for �nitely generated in�nite abeliangroups). If G is a de�ieny 1 group with the abelianisation G/G′ equal



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 18to Z × T then G being proabelian and β1(G) = 1 implies that T must betrivial beause here |∆G(1)| = |T |. We annot have d(G/G′) ≥ 3 from above,so that if G is proabelian and β1(G) ≥ 2 then G/G′ = Z × Z. Moreover if
H/H ′ = Z for all H ≤f G (or H/H ′ is Z×Z throughout) then G is proabelianby [24℄ Proposition 3.4. In partiular if G has de�ieny 1 with β1(G) = 2then either G is proabelian (so that G/RG = Z × Z) or a pro-p ompletionof G ontains a non-abelian free pro-p group (so that G/RG is �big�).The �rst example of a proabelian �nitely generated group that is givenby a 1-relator presentation is C(1, 2); indeed every �nite image is yli asthe abelianisation of C(1, 2) is Z.Finally we ould also look at when (G is not metabelian but) G′′ = RG, orequivalently every �nite image is metabelian, for whih we will similarly writethat G is prometabelian. As we have RG ≤ G′′ for any �nitely generatedgroup (although not neessarily RG ≤ G′′′) this is also a natural onept, witha prometabelian group G being proabelian if and only if G′ = G′′. Moreoverit is also fair to say that �nitely generated proabelian and prometabeliangroups are �as far from being large as possible�.If we have a height 1 group G = 〈a, t|w(a0, a1)〉 whih is not large then bythe omment after Theorem 4.1 we have that a0 ommutes with a1 in G/RG.In partiular if the exponent sum of a0 in w(a0, a1) is d and that of a1 is cthen G/G′′ has the presentation

〈a, t|tact−1 = a−d, [tiat−i, a] for i ∈ Z〉whih is the same as for BS(c,−d)/BS(c,−d)′′. Thus any result whih de-pends purely on the �nite images of BS(m, n) for m and n oprime appliesidentially for any non-large group G of height 1 (and if c and d are notoprime then G is large anyway). In partiular the formulae for the numberof �nite index subgroups of BS(m, n) in [32℄ and the number of �nite indexnormal subgroups in [23℄ apply equally for G. However there is a potentialproblem here: we do not know whether these groups are merely nonstandardpresentations of BS(m, n). For instane on putting b = a2 and substitutingin for the standard presentation of BS(2, 3) we have a = tbt−1b−1 and so weobtain an alternative height 1 presentation
〈b, t|tbt−1b−1tbt−1b−2〉.The problem is a lak of invariants whih are able to distinguish that twogiven presentations do not de�ne isomorphi groups. We see in these ases



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 19that any suh invariant whih is alulated using information obtained solelyfrom the �nite images of a group is here doomed to failure.As for 1-relator proabelian groups that are not abelian, we an only havepresentations with 2 generators. We have already mentioned C(1, 2) aboveand in [29℄ the example C(2, 3) was introdued where it was shown thatfor all H ≤f C(2, 3) we have H/H ′ = Z so C(2, 3) is proabelian by [24℄.Moreover if we regard C(2, 3) as an HNN extension of BS(2, 3) by addingthe stable letter s with sas−1 = t then we an iterate this proess inde�nitelyand keep on obtaining new 1-relator height 1 group presentations. This HNNextension when applied to C(1, 2) was also used in [25℄ to give an example ofa higher dimensional knot whose in�nite yli over is not simply onnetedbut whih has no proper �nite overs. The group C(1, 2) (whih is sometimesreferred to as the Baumslag-Gersten group) also appears in [33℄ where it isshown that its Dehn funtion grows faster than every iterated exponential,and again in [19℄ where it is shown that it is isomorphi to
〈a, t|(ta2k

t−1)a(ta2k

t−1)−1 = a2〉for any k ≥ 0. The paper [20℄ onsiders a more general family ontaining thegroups C(m, n) where the onjugating element tat−1 an be takt−1. Thesewere used in [14℄ to give a pair of non-isomorphi 1-relator groups, eah ofwhih is a homomorphi image of the other. Also the examples
〈a, t|(tkat−k)a(tkat−k)−1 = a2〉of proabelian groups for k ≥ 1 are mentioned in [50℄: note this implies thata proabelian 1-relator group an have arbitrary height.We an inorporate all of these examples in the next result. Althoughthe proof is really that of Higman in [35℄ when giving the �rst example ofan in�nite �nitely generated simple group, the aim here is to express it in asgeneral terms as possible.Theorem 4.3 Suppose that g and h are elements of a �nite group G with

hkgmh−k = gn for integers k, m, n where |m−n| = 1. Suppose further that gand h have equal orders. Then this order is always 1.Proof. If r is the order of g and h then by onsidering hrkgmr

h−rk whihis equal to gnr , we must have r dividing mr − nr. So if r 6= 1 and p is thesmallest prime dividing r, we have (mn−1)r ≡ 1 mod p where we an assume



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 20without loss of generality that n and p are oprime. Thus the order of mn−1divides r and p − 1 so p divides m − n = ±1.
2Corollary 4.4 Suppose H = 〈a, t|w(a, t)〉 where w has exponent sum 0 in tand is of height 1. Then the HNN extension G = 〈H, s〉, where sas−1 = t, islarge if H/H ′ 6= Z and proabelian if H/H ′ = Z but H is not large.Proof. G = 〈a, s|w(a, sas−1)〉 is also a 1-relator group of height 1 and ifthe Alexander polynomial of H (with respet to the homomorphism χ(t) =

1, χ(a) = 0) is f(t) = ct + d then that for G is c + d. Thus G is large byHowie's result as the mod p Alexander polynomial is zero unless |c + d| = 1.But |f(1)| is the order of T , where H/H ′ = Z × T .If |T | = 1 and H is not large then suppose the �nite group F = θ(G).We have that in F the relation tact−1 = a−d holds beause θ(H) is a �niteimage of H and H ′′ = RH . But t and a are onjugate in F via the image of
s, so we an use Theorem 4.3 to onlude that θ(t) = θ(a) = e.

2Note that this means the group C(m, n) above is not large if and onlyif |m − n| = 1. This is in disagreement with [4℄ Theorem 4 where part 2states (but proofs are not given) that C(m, n) is proabelian if m and n aredistint primes. However in Setion 3 of that paper it is mentioned that if
m = n + 1 then C(m, n) is proabelian so we believe that is what was meantin the theorem.Corollary 4.2 would allow us, using a omputer, to gather statistis onwhat proportions of height 1 groups G are large by searhing through �niteindex subgroups H of G until d(H/H ′) ≥ 3 (or until we give up on G), thusgiving a lower bound for the number of large groups. We propose to return tothis but ontent ourselves for now by noting that the omputer tells us thatthe group 〈a, t|ta2t−1a−1ta−1t−1a−1〉 is large but has Alexander polynomial
t − 2 whih is the same as BS(1, 2), and forming the HNN extension of thisgroup using sas−1 = t results in a height 1 group whih is large but withAlexander polynomial equal to 1.Corollary 4.5 If G0 = 〈a, t|w〉 is proabelian then G1 = 〈a, t|vkwmv−k = wn〉is proabelian, where v is a onjugate element of w in F2 and |m − n| = 1.Proof. Given any �nite image F of G1, we set h equal to the image of vand g equal to the image of w and apply Theorem 4.3. We onlude that the



4 2-GENERATOR 1-RELATOR GROUPS OF HEIGHT 1 21image of w is trivial in F so F is a �nite image of G0 and hene is abelian.
2Thus we see how to reate lots of proabelian 1-relator groups by startingwith w = a (or indeed w equal to any element of a free basis for F2) andthen iterating in Corollary 4.5. We an also give an example of a 1-relatorgroup G with β1(G) = 2 that is proabelian, the existene of whih was notpreviously known. Indeed the only known example up to now of suh a group

G whih is not residually �nite was given by Ol'shanski�i in [52℄ but it is notdiretly onstrutive.Corollary 4.6 The group
G = 〈a, t|[a, t][t, a−1][a, t]−1 = [t, a−1]2〉is proabelian (hene not large) with β1(G) = 2 but is not equal to Z×Z (heneis not residually �nite).Proof. On applying Corollary 4.5 with w = [t, a−1], so that G0 = Z×Z and

v = [a, t], we obtain the above presentation for G = G1. But it is known by[48℄ Setion 4.4 that a 2-generator 1-relator group 〈a, t|r〉 is equal to Z × Zif and only if r = [a, t]±1 or a yli onjugate when r is ylially redued.
2We note that the relation above is of height 1 with respet to t. Howeverthere are also groups with �rst Betti number 2 and height 1 whih we anprove are large:Corollary 4.7 If G = 〈a, t|w(a, t)〉 where β1(G) = 2 and w is a height 1word of the form in (2) then G is large if |i1 + i3 + . . . + i2k−1| 6= ±1 and isproabelian or large otherwise.Proof. We have that β1(G) = 2 implies i1 + i2 + . . . + i2k = 0 and so

∆G,χ(t) = n(t − 1) where n = i1 + i3 + . . . + i2k−1 with χ(a) = 0, χ(t) = 1.Thus if |n| 6= ±1 we have largeness beause ∆p
G,χ ≡ 0 modulo a suitableprime p. We also have largeness by Corollary 4.2 unless H/H ′ = Z×Z for all

H ≤f G whih implies that G is proabelian (or G = Z×Z if w = ta±1t−1a∓1).
2For instane the group 〈a, b, t|aba2 = b2, ta3t−1 = b〉 is shown in [15℄Proposition 19 to be word hyperboli and of the form F6 ⋊α Z. As suhgroups are residually �nite and eliminating b gives a height 1 word withrespet to t, we an use Corollary 4.7 to obtain another group satisfying theonditions of Corollary 2.4 without using the omputer.



5 PROBLEM LIST 225 Problem ListHere we list some problems in Group Theory with partiular emphasis on�nitely generated and �nitely presented groups. The aim is to put togetherquestions whih may well have appeared somewhere in print but whih arenot to be found in the standard problem lists (for instane the Kourovkanotebook [42℄, the New York list [52℄ and Mladen Bestvina's questions inGeometri Group Theory [6℄). Also there is an emphasis on questions whihan be stated using only group theoreti onepts, although it may well bethat solutions require topologial, geometri or other tehniques. In someases the redits refer to those from whom we �rst heard about the question;we apologise if this is not the original soure. The order of appearane plaeswhat should be the most general questions �rst and then speialises until wereah the topis of this paper.Finiteness questions1. (J. S.Wilson [57℄) Is there a �nitely presented and residually �nite groupwhih is neither virtually soluble nor ontains a non-abelian free group?Notes: If we replae �nitely presented with �nitely generated then ertainlya range of examples are known. If however we keep �nitely presented andremove residually �nite then the list beomes muh shorter. We know of onlyfour onstrutions: Thompson's group F , the Houghton groups as in [38℄, the�nitely presented Grigorhuk group (whih is an asending HNN extensionof the well known Grigorhuk group) and the non-amenable monsters (whihare asending HNN extensions of �nitely generated in�nite groups with �niteexponent) in [54℄. All of these are far from being residually �nite. Of ourseif we weaken �nitely presented to �nitely generated but strengthen residually�nite to linear then there are no examples by the Tits alternative.A variation might be to strengthen the onditions in other ways (e.g.LERF, oherent, of type FP) with the aim of proving suh an example doesnot exist.The Prüfer rank of a group is the supremum of the minimum number ofgenerators over all �nitely generated subgroups.2. If a group has in�nite Prüfer rank then does it have an in�nitely generatedsubgroup?Notes: This question has interesting impliations either way. We say that agroup has max (or is Noetherian) if it and every subgroup is �nitely gener-



5 PROBLEM LIST 23ated. The question of whether a group with max is virtually polyyli wassettled in the negative by Ol'shankski�i's onstrution of Tarski monsters, butthese have �nite Prüfer rank. Moreover this property (like max) is preservedby subgroups, quotients and extensions. Thus a ounterexample in question2 would be a genuinely new example of a group with max as it would not beobtained from known examples by these operations.If however the answer is no then a result of Lubotzky and Mann in [46℄says that a �nitely generated, residually �nite group with �nite Prüfer rankis virtually soluble. Thus a residually �nite group with max would be virtu-ally polyyli, giving a positive answer to question 31 in the �rst Kourovkanotebook, redited to M. I.Kargapolov.3. If G/N and N are both virtually soluble then is G?Notes: This is true and straightforward with virtually soluble replaed bysoluble.4. Is there a �nitely presented group that is elementary amenable but notvirtually soluble?Notes: In [37℄ Hillman and Linnell give an in�nitely generated example andthen use it to obtain a �nitely generated example.Amenability and properties (T ) and (τ)5. Do all �nitely generated (or �nitely presented) in�nite amenable groupshave a proper �nite index subgroup?Notes: The rationals show this is not true for in�nitely generated groups.We have the dihotomy that no in�nite disrete group an have property
(T ) and be amenable. For property (τ) (always assumed here to be with re-spet to all normal �nite index subgroups) we have by [44℄ Proposition 3.3.7that a �nitely generated amenable group with in�nitely many �nite indexsubgroups does not have (τ), but groups with �nitely many �nite index sub-groups trivially have property (τ). If the answer is yes then we regain ourdihotomy for �nitely generated/presented groups.An old question asks if there is a �nitely generated in�nite simple groupwhih is amenable. This is equivalent to having a �nitely generated in�niteamenable group with no �nite index subgroups, as we an quotient out bya maximal normal subgroup. In�nitely generated simple amenable groupsertainly exist, for instane the union ∪An of alternating groups. It hasalso been asked whether there are �nitely presented in�nite simple amenable



5 PROBLEM LIST 24groups, but those wishing to establish their existene would need to answerthe next question in the negative.6. Does an in�nite �nitely presented simple group neessarily ontain anon-abelian free group?Notes: This is not true for in�nite �nitely generated simple groups but forall known �nitely presented examples the answer seems to be yes.7. (Lakenby) If a �nitely presented group has zero virtual �rst Betti numberthen does it have property (τ)?Notes: The Grigorhuk group shows that this is not true for �nitely gener-ated groups as it is amenable with in�nitely many �nite index subgroups.We reall that property (T ) implies �nite generation and zero virtual �rstBetti number, as well as implying property (τ) whih also implies zero virtual�rst Betti number.Subgroup Separability8. (J. S.Wilson) Is there a �nitely generated group whih is not virtuallypolyyli but where every subgroup is the intersetion of �nite index sub-groups?Notes: The paper [40℄ shows that there are no examples when the group ishyper-(abelian or �nite) whih overs being virtually soluble. As for a �nitelypresented example, this would be residually �nite and would not ontain F2,so would provide a yes answer to question 1.9. (Long and Reid [43℄ Question 4.5) Is there a �nitely generated in�nitegroup whih is LERF and has property (T )?10. Is there a �nitely presented in�nite group whih is LERF and whihhas zero virtual �rst Betti number?Notes: A �nitely presented example for Question 9 (or just one with prop-erty (τ)) would of ourse answer this. However the Grigorhuk group is a�nitely generated in�nite LERF group whih has zero virtual �rst Betti num-ber.Largeness11. If a �nitely generated or �nitely presented group has the biggest possiblesubgroup growth, that is of strit type nn, then is it large?



5 PROBLEM LIST 2512. Is there an algorithm to determine whether or not the group givenby a �nite presentation has a proper �nite index subgroup?Notes: It is unknown whether there is an algorithm to detet largeness in�nitely presented groups. There are partial algorithms whih will terminatewith the answer yes if a �nitely presented group is large and whih may returnno or not terminate otherwise, see for instane [22℄. If we have a ompletealgorithm for largeness then, as pointed out by D.Groves and I. Leary, wehave yes to this question beause a group G has proper �nite index subgroupsif and only if G ∗ G ∗ G is large.13. If a �nitely presented group has in�nite virtual �rst Betti number thenmust it be large? Does it ontain F2? Must it be not virtually soluble?Notes: These seem interesting questions. The �rst point to make is thatthese are all false for �nitely generated groups, as in [28℄ it is pointed outthat the soluble and R-linear group Z ≀Z has in�nite virtual �rst Betti num-ber. Therefore one would expet to �nd ounterexamples by taking a groupsurjeting to Z ≀ Z. But Baumslag shows in [3℄ Chapter IV Theorem 7 thata �nitely presented group surjeting to Z ≀ Z is large.We an also ask about growth of �rst Betti numbers in �nite overs.14. If a �nitely presented group G has a sequene of �nite index subgroups
Hn suh that β1(Hn)/[G : Hn] ≥ c > 0 for all n then is G large?Notes: If Hn � G with the sequene nested and suh that ∩Hn is trivial(thus implying that G is residually �nite) then this limit exists and is the�rst L2-Betti number (at least if G = π1(X) for X a CW-omplex of �nitetype). However groups of the form Fn ⋊α Z have zero �rst L2-Betti numberbut any large example will have a sequene as in the question.If the sequene (Hn) above is suh that there is a surjetive homomor-phism χ : G → Z with K = ker χ ≤ Hn for all n then G is large. Indeedwe only require that β1(Hn) is unbounded, or even β1(Hn; Z/pZ) for someprime p. This is beause

β1(Hn; F) ≤ β1(K; F) + 1 for F = Q or Z/pZso if we have an unbounded sequene then ∆F

G,χ is zero, with Howie's resultimplying that for all large k the subgroup KGk has a surjetion onto Cp ∗
Cp ∗ Cp (or Z ∗ Z ∗ Z for F = Q). However the ounterexample Z ≀ Z above



5 PROBLEM LIST 26for �nitely generated groups also has the �rst Betti number growing linearlyin a sequene of subgroups ontaining ker χ.One ould also formulate variations of question 14 using �rst Betti num-bers modulo a prime p. However question 13 is no longer true in this moregeneral setting: onsider the R-linear Baumslag-Remeslennikov soluble group
G = 〈a, s, t|tat−1 = asas−1, [a, sas−1] = 1 = [s, t]〉.By using the binomial theorem modulo any prime p, it is not hard to showthat we have subgroups Hn with β1(Hn; Z/pZ) ≥ 2+2pn−1 where G′�Hn�Gis the �nite abelian over orresponding to
s−pn−1

(tp
n+pn−1

) and s3pn−1 for p ≡ 1 mod 3,

tp
n+pn−1 and s3pn−1 for p ≡ 2 mod 3,

tp
n+pn−1 and s8pn−1 for p = 3.This is the fastest possible growth of β1(H ; Z/pZ) beause Corollary 1.4 in[57℄ states that if G is �nitely presented and soluble then there exists κ > 0suh that d(H/H ′) ≤ κ|G : H|1/2 for all H ≤f G.15. Fix an integer k ≤ 1. Is there f(k) suh that whenever a group G has apresentation of de�ieny k and β1(G) > f(k) then G is large?This seems less and less likely as k gets smaller. It is of ourse true for

k ≥ 2.16. (J. S.Wilson [57℄) If a group G has a �nite presentation P suh thatdef(P ) + d2/4 − d > 0 where d ≥ 2 is the minimum number of generators of
G/G′ then does G ontain a non-abelian free group?Notes: Bartholdi has reently proved in [1℄ that Golod-Shafarevih groupsare amenable. These are groups with a presentation (of �nitely many gen-erators but possibly in�nitely many relators) possessing a ertain onditionwhih is ertainly satis�ed by �nite presentations of the form above. Thisan be seen as providing evidene for the answer yes beause a ounterex-ample would have the extremely rare property of being a �nitely presentednon-amenable group without F2 as a subgroup. Lakenby and Lubotzky askfor a group with a �nite presentation as above whih is not large: surelythese exist? There is also the question (redited to Lubotzky and Zelmanov)of whether a group with suh a presentation an have property (T ) or (τ).Reently Ershov in [30℄ has onstruted Golod-Shafarevih groups with prop-erty (T ).



5 PROBLEM LIST 27De�ieny 1 Groups17. Is every de�ieny 1 group that does not ontain F2 isomorphi to
BS(1, m)?Notes: For evidene, see Setion 3.18. Is every residually �nite de�ieny 1 group that is not large isomor-phi to BS(1, m)?Notes: In partiular are all word hyperboli groups of the form Fn ⋊α Z for
n ≥ 2 large? A proof ould be attempted in two parts: assume the virtual�rst Betti number is at least 2 to obtain largeness, and separately establishthis assumption whih is question 12.16 in [6℄ due to Casson.19. If a de�ieny 1 group G has (virtual) �rst Betti number at least 3then is it large? If the minimum number of generators of G/G′ (or H/H ′ for
H ≤f G) is at least 3 then is G large?Notes: The �rst part is question 15 for k = 1 and f(1) = 2 whih is ertainlymore believable here. Corollary 4.6 shows that we annot replae �(virtual)�rst Betti number at least 3� with �(virtual) �rst Betti number at least 2 and
G 6= Z × Z (or BS(1,−1))�, even in the 1-relator ase.2-generator 1-relator presentationsIn this speial ase question 17 is true but questions 18 and 19 are unknown.20. Let G be a group with a 2-generator 1-relator presentation where therelator is not a proper power. Suppose that G is residually �nite then does
G have a �nite index subgroup H whih is an asending HNN extension of a�nitely generated free group?Notes: If so then every �nite index subgroup of H , and G, has de�ieny 1.However if the relator is a proper power, whih is exatly when G has torsion,then often G has a �nite index subgroup of de�ieny at least 2 and in anyase G is known to be large (although [4℄ Problem 4 asks if a 1-relator groupwith torsion is virtually free-by-yli: here the free part ould be in�nitelygenerated and being yli inludes trivial here). But if G is torsion free thenit has geometri dimension 2 so all �nite index subgroups have de�ieny 1.If we have a yes answer to this question then by [31℄ H , and so G, isoherent whih is a speial ase of the old question of whether all 1-relatorgroups are oherent.



5 PROBLEM LIST 2821. (Borisov and Sapir [13℄) Is the property of being residually �nite generiamongst 2-generator 1-relator presentations?Notes: It is shown in [27℄ Theorem 6.1 that a generi presentation is notan asending HNN extension of a �nitely generated free group, but experi-mentally 94% of presentations give groups of the form Fn ⋊ Z. There is analgorithm, due to Moldavanski�i [49℄ in the ase β1(G) = 1 and Brown [17℄for β1(G) = 2, as to whether a 2-generator 1-relator group is of this form.One ould try looking for H ≤f G with H an asending HNN extension of a�nitely generated free group (whih is shown to be residually �nite in [13℄)but the problem is of ourse that although H will have a de�ieny 1 presen-tation, it will not in general be 2-generated (indeed as soon as d(H/H ′) ≥ 3it annot be).We an also ask about generiity for other properties: being linear, beingoherent (as evidene for the general onjeture) and being large. It is knownthat a generi presentation gives rise to a group that is one ended, torsionfree and word hyperboli, so if G = Fn ⋊ Z is large for word hyperboli Gwith n ≥ 2 as in question 18 then we would expet at least 94% of randompresentations to give large groups.22. Given redued words u, v ∈ F2 = 〈x, y〉 whih are not a generatingpair, does there exist a homomorphism ρ from F2 into the symmetri group
Σn for some n suh that ρ(u) and ρ(v) ommute but ρ(x) and ρ(y) do not?Notes: This is equivalent to asking: if the group G = 〈x, y|[u, v]〉 is proa-belian then is it abelian (and thus equal to Z×Z)? Again there are interestingonsequenes beause if so then G is either large or Z × Z by [24℄ Theorem3.6 but if not then [52℄ Question (OR8) is answered, whih asks if G is alwaysresidually �nite.23. (Müller and Shlage-Puhta [51℄ Problem 5) Is there an algorithm todetet whether a 2-generator 1-relator presentation is large?This speial ase of question 12 might be more likely to yield the answeryes. However even if there is a straightforward riterion for largeness ofsuh presentations, it might not onvert into an algorithm: for instane ifquestion 19 is true then it will detet largeness (whih we an do anyway foran arbitrary �nitely presented group) but would fail to prove that a givenpresentation is not large. We believe that Setion 4 provides evidene thatthere is not an obvious algorithm.
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